1st Quarter- The ‘Gig Economy’: How it’s
Impacting Hiring in 2018
Over the past few months, there has been a lot of debate over the
rise of the ‘Gig Economy’ and its impact on the US workforce. BBC
defines the Gig Economy as a “labor market characterized by the
prevalence of short-term contracts or freelance work, as opposed
to permanent jobs.” The Gig Economy has been growing for
almost a decade as the US has adopted a more fluid workforce.
While contract work can create a specialized candidate pool, it is
also putting stress on employer’s ability to hire and retain
permanent employees.
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So how can employers overcome this challenge?

(Cont. on next page)

1. Leverage Social Media in the Recruiting Process
Employers are able to create more lines of communication with candidates more easily with social media.
Employers are able to engage with passive and active candidates across the many social media platforms,
expanding the candidate search pool. At the same time, evolving social media search tools allow HR to target
both types of candidates specifically based on skill equivalent to that of a specialized contact worker. Lastly,
social media allows HR to communicate directly with candidates to quickly asses their background and
interest.
2. Leverage People Analytics
A second way employers can combat the rising Gig Economy is adjusting their employee development
strategies, with people analytics. People Analytics allow employers to assess their workforce in relation to
company goals. With the Gig Economy, there is more turnover. Employers can use these analytics to see
where employees excel, where there are gaps in the company, and which employees are more adaptable.
Employers can then, better align skills and training with the evolution of job positions, creating a more fluid
internal workforce.
So, as you settle in 2018, think about how you can adjust you’re recruiting and workforce strategies in
response to the rising Gig Economy.
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HR Manager - Global Chemical Company - PA
HR Manager - Ingredients Company - WI
Senior HR Manager - Multi– Billion Dollar Packaging Manufacturer - KY
Director of HR - Global Industrial Manufacturer - FL
HR Generalist - $6B Aerospace Manufacturer - KS
Plant HR Manager - $3.5B Aerospace Manufacturer - NC
Talent Advisor - $3.5 Billion Aerospace Manufacturer - NC
Director of HR - $3.5 Billion Aerospace Manufacturer - NYC

Leadership: Christine Collins– Hall
Christine joined PinPoint Solutions in 2012 supporting B/E Aerospace. Christine was spearheaded to project lead for a new
Engineering Center in Wichita, KS for B/E where she learned valuable skills in project management and recruiting.
Christine specializes in placing top HR talent across multiple industries. For the past year, Christine has grown her HR/Talent
network and is adept to filling all HR roles from Generalist to VP level in the functions of HR, Talent, OD and Labor Relations.
Finding candidates who can help organizations take their strategic planning to the next level with the right candidate is
rewarding for Christine.
Christine is a South Carolina native who graduated from the University of South Carolina (Go Gamecocks!) with a degree in
Journalism/Communications. Christine enjoys spending time with her husband and their two year old son, William.
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